
2013 Mendocino Rally

Standings Score Boards Live text

   

19:10   Rosner Finishes  

After a couple of off road excursions and a broken upper strut mount Chris & Victoria Rosner
have finished the last stage.   Mike G.

 

19:00   Rosner moving again  

It appears that Chris Rosner is now moving again. Hopefully he will make it to the finish. Stay
tuned.   Mike G.

 

18:57   Rosner is reported off the road  

We have a report that Chris Rosner is off the road or at least stopped on the road on stage 4.  
Mike G.

 

18:47   Kristen wins the battle for 8th  

Kristen Tabor beat Jason Lightner by 25 sec on the last stage to take 8th overall. Kristen's time
was 13 sec faster than her last run on this stage and Jason was 8 seconds slower. Clearly the
Jason's loss of power hurt him.   Mike G.

 

18:29   Song pushes hard on last stage  

Tingwu Song cut 26 seconds of his time on stage 2 and in the process beat Kris Psara by 25
seconds consolidating his second overall.   Mike G.

 

17:48   Tie for 8th overall  

As of stage 3 Kristen Tabor in a Subaru 2.5 RS is tied with Jason Lightner in a Porsche 911.
However Lightner has lost a cylinder or two and does not have as much power as he did earlier
in the day. So it will be interesting to see what happens.   Mike G.

 

17:28   Psara charging battery  

Since Kris Psara has a bad alternator he has been charging his battery from the 00 car.
Hopefully he will have enough juice to make it to the finish.   Mike G.

 

17:19   Sarkis beats Erik's gremlins  

Ever since Sarkis Mazmanian rewired Erik Christiansen's ignition Erik has been happy with the
car's performance. However Sarkis is still beating Erik on stage times, so it looks like
helpfulness has given him some good karma.   Mike G.

 

17:12   Kristen & Janice all grins  

Kristen and Janice Tabor came into the finish of stage 3 with all grins. Janice described the
stage as the ultimate roller coaster ride.   Mike G.
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17:07   Breeze picks up  

We have a report that the breeze has picked up, which will be welcomed by the drivers.   Mike
G.

 

17:06   Mark Tabor goes for extra fan  

During service, Mark Tabor had his AC fan rewired so its running all the time. He reports that as
a result the engine is running cooler, so he is happy about that.   Mike G.

 

17:02   Psara chasing Song  

Kris Psara is chasing Tingwu Song in the fight for second place. On stage 3 Psara beat Song by
1 sec, cutting Song's lead to a scant 8 sec. However Psara is worries that his alternator may not
be working. Regardless he is pushing hard to try to catch Song. With only one stage left this will
be a battle to watch.   Mike G.

 

16:56   Henderson wins stage 3  

Dave Henderson wins stage 3 beating Tingwu Song by 34 seconds. This extends Henderson's
lead to 1 min 35 sec.   Mike G.

 

16:23   Lane withdraws  

Sean Lane has elected to withdraw from the event due to electrical problems.   Mike G.

 

15:19   Lane Limps to finish of 2  

Sean Lane has now made it to the finish of stage 2 and appears to have significant engine
problems. Hopefully he will make it to service and make repairs.   Mike G.

 

15:15   Lightner loses a cylinder  

Jason Lightner (driving the Porsche 911) is now in service and reports that he has lost either
one or two cylinders, so he will be continuing with less power than he would like. But who has
as much power as they would like anyway?   Mike G.

 

15:11   Rosner gets the ratchet strap out  

It has been reported that Chris Rosner has attached a ratchet strap to hold his front suspension
together and is now moving down the stage again.   Mike G.

 

15:08   Sean Lane is limping  

Sean Lane is still fighting the gremlins, apparently with some sort of engine problem. He is
currently still running but slowly on stage 2.   Mike G.

 

15:06   Report of Rosner off road  

We have had a report that Chris Rosner is off the road 7.4 miles into stage 2, possibly a flat.  
Mike G.

 

15:03   Chrisiansen Eats Dust  

Erik Christiansen had to slow down on stage 2 due to dust from Dylan Hooker. Hooker ran
stage 2 almost 1 minute slower than stage 1, but we don't know what his problem was.   Mike
G.
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14:37   Henderson widens lead  

Dave Henderson has again put down the time to beat this time for stage 2. Tingwu Song was 29
sec slower and now trails by just over a minute.   Mike G.

 

14:29   Sarkis rewires Erik's ignition  

During the turn around Sarkis Mazmanian rewired Erik Christiansen's ignition switch. We'll now
have to see if Erik beats Sarkis on the next stage.   Mike G.

 

14:13   Turn Around Complete  

Stage 2 is now hot, cars will be starting soon.   Mike G.

 

13:33   Gremlins attack Lane also  

Sean Lane has also had problems with his car stopping, however in his case it takes 2 minutes
before it will restart. He actually coasted over the Flying Finish and had to wait 2 minutes before
he could get it going again to make it up to the Stop control.   Mike G.

 

13:25   Hooker & Christiansen fight Gremlins  

Both Dylan Hooker and Erik Christiansen had their respective cars quit momentarily on stage
one, but neither actually had to stop. Hooker had it happen twice but was able to restart the car
while it was rolling. Christiansen now thinks his problem may be fuel filter related. Both will have
some time at the turn around to ponder their problems.   Mike G.

 

13:17   Kristen & Janice Tabor "Out of Breath"  

Kristen and Janice Tabor arrived at the finish of the first stage with both of them out of breath,
Janice from reading the notes and Kristen from the excitement of driving the stage.   Mike G.

 

13:12   Pollard returns  

Pete Pollard DNFed yesterday with a broken front ball joint. He was able to repair it overnight
and just completed the first stage in fifth overall and is the fastest 2wd car.   Mike G.

 

13:02   Henderson takes early lead  

Dave Henderson and Terrence McDowell had a trouble free run and set the time to beat of
1511. Tingwu Song and Martin Brady are sitting in second 32 seconds back. Brady observed
that this stage feels like you are going slow but you really aren't and that the key is to keep a
good rhythm.   Mike G.

 

12:34   Stage One is Hot  

The first car is getting ready to start, about 35 late but not too bad.   Mike G.

 

12:15   Final Stage Setup in Process  

The recce has been completed and 00 car is on the course and 0 just started the stage. So
things are getting going.   Mike G.

 

10:28   Recce Begins  
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The caravan recce, for those cars that have not previously done recce, is now in process. The
rest of the cars are now gathering at the service area. 16 of the original 20 cars will be starting
today.   Mike G.

 

19:58   Teams head back to Clearlake to prepare for day 2  

The surviving teams are heading back to Clearlake for pizza, some cold ones, and work on their
cars in preparation for tomorrow's popular Cow Mountain Stages. Today's stage road took its
toll on the entry field, with five cars DNFing. Hopefully a few of them will be able to make repairs
and return to competition tomorrow.   Paula G.

 

19:48   Jesse Babbitz finishes his first event in spite of....  

Jesse Babbitz has finished his first rally, with John Dillon co-driving in a Subaru WRX - but they
almost didn't make it to the final time control before Stage 3. Their turning brake bound up and
they simply couldn't move! After jacking the car up they managed to free it somehow, but barely
made it on time without penalty. The car behaved itself on the actual final stage, thankfully!  
Paula G.

 

19:45   Car 49's Stage 3 story  

Sean Lane and Christian Coulter are two lucky guys: they were having "a brilliant stage 3"...
until their Dodge Neon suddenly sputtered and quit. They put out their triangles and decided it
was the ignition coil. But they gave it another try - and it came to life! It did fine until just before
the Flying Finish (and end of the rally) and it quit again - but they coasted across the finish line
to the final control!   Paula G.

 

19:40   Erik and Amy's ignition problems  

Amy Floyd reports that their Gti began cutting out and quitting intermittently and then would not
start - this really impacted their stage time on 3 but they kept on restarting and running and
made it to the finish!   Paula G.

 

19:16   Updates on cars 117 and 720  

Car 117, Pete Pollard and Seri Traver, damaged the right front ball joint on stage 1 and it gave
up on stage 2, which is why they pulled over and parked the car and got a ride to service with a
sweep vehicle. Reports of Eddie Fiorelli and Tom Smith rolling their Gti were erroneous, they
went off into the ditch and damaged it but did not roll.   Paula G.

 

19:07   Henderson/McDowell win Mendocino Day 1  

Although results are still rolling in, it appears that Dave Henderson and Terrence McDowell
have won the Bear Valley Stages, day 1 of the 2013 Mendocino Rally, in their Subaru Impreza.
They also won CRS Open 4WD and Southwest Rally Cup Series Super Production classes.  
Paula G.

 

18:56   Car 872 slows?  

A radio reported that Erik Christiansen and Amy Floyd's Golf Gti stopped on stage then
resumed running - reason unknown.   Paula G.

 

17:57   Final stage due to start at 6:20 PM  

The cars are making the long transit around to the north end of Walker Ridge for the final stage
of the day, which is due to start at 6:20 PM.   Paula G.
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17:56   Car 282 withdraws  

Henry and Jack Gillow-Wiles have withdrawn from the event, feeling the roads were unsuitable
for their car. They are not planning on running tomorrow's event, either.   Paula G.

 

16:50   Stage 3 cancelled  

Due to the long delay and the excessive plus-100 temperatures, stage 3 has been cancelled.
The cars have transited into service and the course will turn around, running Walker Ridge
South, stage 4, as the final stage of the day.   Paula G.

 

16:39   Dave Henderson's "moment" on stage 2  

Dave Henderson/Terrence McDowell report that on the narrow, twisty downhill section near the
finish, they came in too hot, spun, bashed the bank nearly taking out the bumper, and wound up
facing backwards in a very narrow place. They were able to power around and get going to the
finish, but their stage time was 16 seconds slower than stage 1!   Paula G.

 

16:14   Car 232 continues!  

The Tabor service crew, including Dad Bruce (not driving this event) was able to repair Mark
Tabor/Kathryn Hansen's Sti and the car is running at the back of the pack, but given an eight
minute margin behind the car in front.   Paula G.

 

16:01   Car 117 stops on stage  

Radio 4 reports that Ca/ 117, the Honda Civic of Pete Pollard/Seri Traver, has stopped and put
out triangles, working on the car - reason unknown.   Paula G.

 

15:57   Rally resumes at 3:39 pm  

The rally has resumed an hour and a half late so the organizers are discussing dropping stage
3.   Paula G.

 

15:56   Update on car 773 Mini Cooper  

The Mini of the Saarinens suffered suspension damage on stage 1, causing them to withdraw.  
Paula G.

 

15:23   Car 773 unable to continue  

The Mini Cooper of Markus and Alicia Saarinen has dropped out of the rally after stage 1 -
reason unknown. We'll send an update when we get more information.   Paula G.

 

13:40   Stage 2 delayed  

The restart to stage 2 after service is delayed at this point until the sweep crews have cleared
the course.   Paula G.

 

13:39   Fiorelli/Smith rolled on stage 1  

The sweep crews have reported that Car 726, Eddie Fiorelli/Tom Smith, rolled on stage 1 and
the car is still upside down. The crew is OK but the sweep crews are attempting to move the car
to a safer location after righting it.   Paula G.
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13:37   Car 232 limps to finish of stage 1  

Mark Tabor texted his dad, Bruce, in the service area that he had hit a big rock and bent the
right front lower control arm. He and co-driver Kathryn Hansen just limped into the finish and we
hope to see them make it through the long transit to service.   Paula G.

 

13:27   Car 232 out with a flat  

A radio block reports that Mark Tabor and Kathryn Hansen's Sti is stopped at a blockage with a
flat tire - however, all cars have finished the stage and they have not come through, so we're
awaiting word from sweep on their situation.   Paula G.

 

13:18   Bad Day for VW Golfs!  

Car 31, Hoche-Mong/Boyd, went into a ditch on a fast downhill and tore their right front wheel
off. They are out for the day and probably the weekend. Car 726, Fiorelli/Smith, is reported
stopped "with a wheel off" - not sure if this is changing a flat or torn off! Both cars have OK signs
out.   Paula G.

 

12:01   Mendocino Rally set to start!  

The 2013 Mendocino Rally is set to start just after noon today, Saturday July 20. A healthy 20
car entry includes teams from Oregon, California and even China!   Paula G.

 

""   Live Text Overview  

RallyData will be bringing you "Live Text" from the Mendocino Rally as the action unfolds during
the rally. While similar to Twitter, Live Text can have more than 140 characters allowing a more
detailed description of what's happening. So come back on Saturday July 20 and check it out.  
Paula G.
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